
CMSE 890-001: Spectral Graph Theory and Related Topics, MSU, Spring 2021

Homework 09
Due: April 11, 2021

We are going to explore Cheeger’s inequality and the resulting algorithm derived from its
proof (see the class notes) in this homework. For this homework, turn in a single Python
Jupyter notebook with all your work that I can run.

In this first exercise I ask you to write some code that implements the Cheeger cut algorithm.

Exercise 1 (20 points total). Write the following functions:

1. (5 points) N=normalized_graph_laplacian(M): Takes as input the adjacency ma-
trix M of a graph G = (V,E,w) and returns the normalized graph Laplacian N .

2. (5 points) ϕ(S)=conductance(S,M): Takes as input a subset of vertices S ⊂ V =
{1, . . . , n} and the adjacency matrix of a graph G = (V,E,w), and returns the con-
ductance of S.

3. (10 points) Sj?=cheeger_cut(M): Takes as input the adjacency matrixM of a graph
G = (V,E,w) and returns the Cheeger cut (partition) of the graph’s vertices into Sj?
and V −Sj? using the algorithm described in the class notes in Lecture 19, Section 27,
on Spectral Clustering.

Now let us try it on the barbell graph. If it does not work here, we are probably in trouble.

Exercise 2 (10 points total). Recall the barbell graph Bm,n from Homework 03. Of all the
“toy” graphs we have encountered in this course, the barbell graph has perhaps the most
intuitive notion of two clusters. Recall, in particular, that B2,n consists of two complete
graphs, Kn, connected by a single edge. Do the following:

1. (5 points) Write a functionM=barbell_graph(n) that returns the adjacency matrix
M of B2,n in which the first n vertices are in one Kn, and the last n vertices are in the
other Kn.

2. (5 points) Test your function cheeger_cut on B2,n for n = 10. Print out the set Sj?
it returns; it should be the vertices of one of the Kn subgraphs. Also print out the
conductance of Sj? ; it should be approximately ϕ(Sj?) ≈ 0.011.

The stochastic block model (SBM) provides a more realistic and difficult test for clustering.
Let’s see how the spectral clustering approach performs.
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Exercise 3 (20 points total). A simple two-cluster stochastic block model (SBM) has pa-
rameters n, p, and q, and generates a graph G = (V,E) with 2n vertices V = {1, . . . , 2n}
and has two clusters S = {1, . . . , n} and V − S = {n + 1, . . . , 2n}. To generate the edges
E = E(S)∪∂S∪E(V −S) of this graph, it randomly places edges according to the following
rules:

• Every possible edge in E(S) and E(V − S) is present in the graph with probability p.

• Every possible edge in ∂S is present in the graph with probability q.

Generally p > q so there are, on average, more edges within clusters than between clusters.
This provides a more general two-cluster model than the barbell graph. Do the following:

1. (5 points) Write a function M=sbm(n,p,q) that generates the adjacency matrix M
of the SBM graph described above.

2. (5 points) Test your cheeger_cut code on the SBM with n = 50, p = 0.75, and
q = 0.25. Run it ten times (remember, each graph is random). Unless you are a bit
unlucky, it will work perfectly all ten times. You can visualize the adjacency matrix
with matplotlib.pyplot.imshow to see that, indeed, the clusters are readily apparent.

3. (10 points) Now let us vary p and q. Fix n = 50 and consider p, q ∈ {0.10, 0.15, . . . , 0.95}
with p ≥ q. For each such pair (p, q), generate a SBM graph G, cluster it using
cheeger_cut, and measure the quality of your clustering using the adjusted rand
index. You can use scikit learn to compute the adjusted rand index. See the docu-
mentation here for how to do so; you will also find the definition of the adjusted rand
index at that link. Display your adjusted rand index scores as an 18× 18 matrix with
p along one axis and q along the other axis. Comment on your findings.

Exercise 4 (20 points total). Now let us work with data that is not given as a graph. Do
the following:

1. (5 points) Create a data set of consisting of 2n points in R2 in which n points are
sampled from the normal distribution with mean µ1 = (−1, 0) and covariance Σ1 =
0.04 · I, and the other n points are sampled from the normal distribution with mean
µ2 = (1, 0) and covariance Σ2 = 0.04 · I (in other words, the standard deviation in
the x and y directions is 0.2). Here, I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. Set n = 50 and
visualize your data set.

2. (5 points) Create a weighted graph G = (V,E,w) to represent the data. Do so accord-
ing to the following rule: For every pair of data points a, b with a 6= b place an edge
(a, b) ∈ E with weight

w(a, b) = e−‖a−b‖
2/2σ2

,

where σ > 0 is a hyperparameter. You can set σ = 1. Now cluster the graph, and
hence the data, using your cheeger_cut function. It should work very well (perfectly
in most cases). Print out your cluster assignments S and V − S.
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3. (10 points) Now create a data set of 4n data points in R2 consisting of the following
four clusters:

• n points sampled from the normal distribution with mean µ1 = (−2, 0) and
covariance Σ1 = 0.04 · I
• n points sampled from the normal distribution with mean µ2 = (−1, 0) and

covariance Σ2 = 0.04 · I
• n points sampled from the normal distribution with mean µ3 = (1, 0) and covari-

ance Σ3 = 0.04 · I
• n points sampled from the normal distribution with mean µ4 = (2, 0) and covari-

ance Σ4 = 0.04 · I

Create the associated weighted graph G = (V,E,w) to this data set in the same way
you created the graph in the previous bullet. Now, this data set has four clusters instead
of two, so a single Cheeger cut will not be enough to fully capture its structure. We
can iterate on the Cheeger cut algorithm, though. In particular, apply cheeger_cut
to G; it should split V such that S contains the first two clusters (with means µ1 and
µ2) and V − S contains the last two clusters (with means µ3 and µ4), or vice versa.
Now iterate upon the algorithm by applying cheeger_cut to G(S) and G(V − S).
You should obtain a nearly perfect (or even perfect) clustering of the four clusters,
and even better, it is a hierarchical clustering. Print out your clustering assignments,
illustrating the hierarchy.

Note, you can tinker with this model in a few different ways. For example, the clusters
need not all have the same number of data points. Additionally, one could consider a
model with three clusters. In this case, depending on how the data is arranged, the
first cut might partition two of the clusters from the third. One could then iterate
the algorithm (as you are asked to do above), and use the conductance of the pro-
posed second round of Cheeger cuts to determine whether they result in a valid cluster
partition.

The previous data sets could be reasonably clustered by k-means as well since they are Gaus-
sian clusters (although it would not give the hierarchical structure). This last exercise will
look at two data sets that k-means does poorly on, but for which spectral clustering performs
well.

Exercise 5 (10 points total). We will consider two data sets with non-convex clusters. These
types of clusters are hard for k-means, but are no problem for spectral clustering with an
appropriately tuned graph. Do the following:

1. (5 points) Import the moons data set using

import numpy as np
from sklearn.datasets import make_moons
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and generate the data set using

X, y = make_moons(n_samples=400, shuffle=False, noise=np.sqrt(0.005))

The data set is contained in X, the labels are in y. You should get two intertwined
moon shaped clusters, each with 200 data points. You can visualize the data set to
get a better idea of what it looks like. As in the previous exercise, turn the data set
into a weighted graph; you will need to be a bit more careful with the choice of σ. A
value of 0.1 ≤ σ ≤ 0.2 should work pretty well. Run your cheeger_cut algorithm on
the graph and report your cluster results. They should be pretty good!

2. (5 points) Import the circles data set using

import numpy as np
from sklearn.datasets import make_circles

and generate the data set using

X, y = make_circles(n_samples=400, shuffle=False, noise=np.sqrt(0.005), factor=0.4)

You should get two concentric circles, each of which is considered a cluster. Do the
same as in the previous bullet - again your cllustering results should be pretty good!

You can run k-means yourself on these data sets to see that it will not work very well.
Alternatively, you can take a look at this page, the leftmost column, to see the result of
k-means, which does okay (but definitely not perfect) on the moons data set and completely
fails on the circles data set.
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